Bachelor of Commerce (including combined degrees) – 2012 to 2016 commencing students: Transitional arrangements

Students should complete their degree according to the rules and requirements set out in the handbook of the year they commenced study in the Bachelor of Commerce degree. These requirements should be read in conjunction with the transitional arrangement regarding changes to their course as follows:

Core units of study

From 2017, there will be many changes to the core units of study for students who commenced study prior to 2017.

Junior (1000-level) core units of study

- **BUSS1001 Understanding Business** will be replaced with new unit, **BUSS1000 Future of Business** in 2017 (BUSS1001 will not be offered post-Semester 2, 2016). Students who commenced study prior to 2017 and who have not successfully completed BUSS1001 will be required to complete new unit, BUSS1000 Future of Business.

- **BUSS1002 The Business Environment** will be offered for the last time in Semester 1, 2017. Students who commenced study prior to 2017 and who have not successfully completed BUSS1002 will be required to complete BUSS1002 in Semester 1, 2017. Continuing students who do not successfully complete BUSS1002 prior to or in Semester 1, 2017 will be permitted to replace this unit with any junior elective unit offered by the Business School. The junior elective units available for 2017 are as follows:
  - ACCT1006 Accounting and Financial Management
  - CLAW1001 Foundations of Business Law
  - INFS1000 Digital Business Innovation
  - MKTG1001 Marketing Principles
  - WORK1003 Foundations of Work and Employment

Senior (3000-level) core units of study (capstone)

**BUSS3500 Integrated Business Applications** will be offered for the last time in January (intensive session) 2017.

Students who commenced study prior to 2017 and who have not successfully completed BUSS3500 will be required to either:

(a) complete BUSS3500 in January 2017; or
(b) complete an alternate 2000 or 3000 level unit from the Business School (i.e. a unit selected from the following areas: ACCT2XXX or ACCT3XXX, BANK2XXX or BANK3XXX, BUSS2XXX or BUSS3XXX (including BUSS2000 and IPP/CPP units), CLAW2XXX or CLAW3XXX, FINC2XXX or FINC3XXX, INFS2XXX or INFS3XXX, IBUS2XXX or IBUS3XXX, MKTG2XXX or MKTG3XXX, QBUS2XXX or QBUS3XXX, and WORK2XXX or WORK3XXX).

**Majors and electives**

Please refer to the [Business School undergraduate majors](#) for any transitional arrangements regarding majors.